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Abstract
We give an elementary derivation of the de Rham cohomology of SO(n) in terms
of Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics. Our analysis is based on Witten's Morse
theory. We show reection symmetries of the theory are useful to select true vacu-
ums. The number of the selected vacuums will agree with the de Rham cohomology
of SO(n).
1 Introduction
In his pioneering work in 1982[1], Witten proposed a physical interpretation of
de Rham cohomology. He considered supersymmetric quantum mechanics on a
manifold with a potential derived from a Morse function h. His idea is to identify
the theory with de Rham theory. For each critical point of h one classical vacuum
exists. We can select true vacuums by examining instanton eects between adjacent
classical vacuums. The number of classical vacuums is not smaller than that of true
vacuums, which explains the Morse inequalities.
To our knowledge his program has been carried out only for few examples. The
group manifold SO(n) is interesting, because it has many couples of adjacent criti-
cal points. Some years ago, Yasui et al.[2] investigated SO(3). Recently, the author
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has tackled SO(4)[3]. Owing to reection symmetries of the theory a pair of in-
stanton eects cancel each other in some processes. The purpose of this letter is to
give a generalization to SO(n). We give an elementary derivation of the de Rham
cohomology of SO(n) based on an instanton picture.
In Section 2 we introduce supersymmetric quantum mechanics on SO(n). In
Section 3 we exhibit classical vacuums of the theory. In section 4 we explain reec-
tion symmetries for SO(n). In Section 5 we state how to select true vacuums. In
the last section we treat SO(5) as an example.
2 Supersymmetric QuantumMechanics on SO(n)































; d is the exterior derivative and d
y
is its adjoint
operator. The exterior multiplication e
dx
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An instanton solution satises (7) and connects critical points.
Let A = (a
ij











































represents a fundamental generator of a rotation in the (i; j) plane. The














































































































Approximate vacuums are identied from negative eigenvalues of the Hessian ma-


























where l represents the number of the excited fermions. This state corresponds to
an l-form.
We study quantum eects between adjacent classical vacuums to select true
vacuums. According to Witten [1] the following is valid
















is an integer assigned for each instanton path . If a state jl > does not




= 0 , jl > is a
true vacuum.
4 Reection Symmetries
For SO(n) the Morse function h (10) is given by combinations of the trigonomet-
ric functions of the Euler angles x
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, h is invariant. These transformations are generated
by (n   1) transformations. The transformation that changes the sings of the o









(i : xed; j 6= i; i = 2  n): (17)




























means suitable indices  should be chosen to realize (17).
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Under the transformation (17), trA
t












































H are also invariant.
By the transposition of the matrix A, we obtain one more invariant transforma-
tion. This transformation is represented by exchanges between some pairs of the


























To be precise some combinations of the transformations [i] may be added to (19)
to represent A ! A
t













for a pair of indices  and  in f g
t
and 
that does not belong to f g
t
















H are invariant under [t].
The above n transformations generate 2
n




















reverse the sings. Thus the classical vacuums have denite parities under
the symmetry transformations. If the parities of the classical vacuums jl > and
jl + 1 > are dierent for one of the symmetry transformations the matrix element
< l + 1jd
h
jl > vanishes.
5 Instanton Eects and True Vacuums
























cos   sin 


























where  = 1 . These two paths are invariant or exchanged each other by the
symmetry transformations. These two paths will give a pair of instanton solutions












) sin : (21)
Equation (21) has the general instanton-type solution





with  a constant.
An instanton solution causes a non-zero instanton eect between the correspond-
ing couple of classical vacuums. However, a pair of instanton eects can cancel each
other. It is crucial to determine whether a couple of instanton eects cancel each
other or not. If the matrix element < l + 1jd
h
jl > vanishes by the symmetries,
we see the two instanton eects cancel each other. If the matrix element does not
vanishes by the symmetries, it will be plausible to say the two instanton eects add
up. Thus we can select true vacuums by the reection symmetries. The number of
selected vacuums will be in agreement with the de Rham cohomology of SO(n). In
the next section we discuss SO(5) as an example. We see our selection rule works
well.
6 An Example: SO(5)
There are 16 classical vacuums
j0 >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j1 >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j2 >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1);
j3A >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j3B >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1); j4A >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1);
j4B >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j5A >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j5B >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1);
j6A >; ( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j6B >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j7A >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1);
6
j7B >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j8 >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; j9 >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1);
j10 >; (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) ; (23)





















j0 >. In Table 1. we denote their
parities. From the selection rule we see j0 >; j3A >; j7B > and j10 > are true
vacuums. The other classical vacuums will cease to be vacuums by quantum eects.










0 1 2 3A 3B 4A 4B 5A 5B 6A 6B 7A 7B 8 9 10
[2] e e e e o o o o o o o o e e e e
[3] e e e e o o o o o o o o e e e e
[4] e o o e o e o e e o e o e o o e
[5] e o o e o e o e e o e o e o o e
[t] e e e o e o e o o o o o o o o e
Table.1.
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